Unit 4/DOK/Aug '93
INVESTIGATING THE SOLAR SYSTEM

NAME: .......................................................

The Excel spreadsheet "Gravity" contains data on all the known moons of the solar system.  

The data includes their:-
•	Orbital period, 
•	Semimajor axis (orbital radius)
as well as other interesting data.

In this exercise you will be using your understanding of physics to develop Excel formulas and using Excel facilities such as "Fill Down" and Graphing to investigate the physics of satellite motion and gravitational fields.

There are notes on Excel at the bottom of the other side. 

Speed of the Moons
a)	Label a column "Speed" and develop a formula for calculating the speed of the Earth's Moon.
b)	Fill down to complete the table.
c)	Look at the resulting calculations for Jupiter and describe how the speeds vary as the satellites get further from the planet?
	..........................................................................................................................

Acceleration of the Satellites of Jupiter
a)	Label a column "Acceleration" and develop a formula for calculating the acceleration of the Earth's Moon.  Then "Fill down".
b)	Graph the acceleration against orbital radius for the moons of Jupiter and describe the pattern of the data.
	..........................................................................................................................
c)	To investigate the pattern further, set up a column of the reciprocal of the square of the orbital radius for the moons of Jupiter, and graph this column of data against the acceleration.  You should get a straight line.
d)	Use Newton's Law of Gravitation to develop an expression for the gradient of the graph of acceleration vs (1/R2)?
e)	Using your answer to d), if the data for all the satellites of all the planets were graphed together, what would the combined graph look like?
	.........................................................................................................................
	.........................................................................................................................


Kepler's Third Law
Kepler found from observations that :	(the cube of orbital radius)
					(the square of the period) 
was a constant for all the planets.

Newton later proved this using his Law of Gravitation together with his analysis of circular motion.  He further showed that the value of the constant for the ratio depended on the mass of the central body.

In this spreadsheet, each set of satellites is going around a different planet.  Kepler's constant will be different for each and will depend on the planet's mass.  

Calculate the ratio for every satellite, and then using Newton's Law of Gravitation, your understanding of circular motion and the value of G, the Universal Gravitational Constant, as  6.67 x 10 -11  Nm2kg-2, calculate the mass of each of the planets.  

Note: the period data is in Earth days, and the orbital radius data is in thousands of kilometres and they will need to be converted to SI units to give the mass of the planet in kilograms.

Planet
Earth
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus
Neptune
Pluto
Mass
(kg)








Excel Notes
Making Formulas
A formula begins with an "=" sign.  It then combines the appropriate cells, referred to by name, by conventional algebra.  For example = A3 *B3 / C3.  Note: to use "pi" in a formula, type "pi()".

Fill Down
Having created a formula in one cell, you can apply it to cells below it by selecting the cell with the mouse and then dragging the mouse over the required cells and then releasing it.  Type Ctrl - D and the formulas with be automatically adjusted for each row.

Graphing
After selecting the columns you want to graph, select the bar graph icon at the top right of the screen.  Then go to a spare section of the spreadsheet and drag out a space for the graph. A screen will shortly appear offering choices of graph type.  Choose X - Y Scatter.  The graph will shortly appear.

